
 Thank you for your introduction. My name is Watari, and I’m an Executive 
Director of East Japan Railway Company.

 Thank you all for taking time out of your busy schedules to attend this 
financial results briefing.
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 First of all, I would like to give an overview of the financial results for the 
first half of Fiscal 2023.3 and the progress status of Speed up “Move up” 
2027.
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 In the second quarter, all segments achieved revenue and income growth 
as a rebound from the impact of COVID-19 and generated profit for the 
second quarter in a row.

 In view of the actual results for the first half of Fiscal 2023.3 and the latest 
situation, we have not changed our full-year forecasts for Fiscal 2023.3. 
We will continue to make a concerted group-wide effort to achieve the plan.

 There is no change in the dividend forecast, either.
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 This page shows the highlights of the financial results.

 As a rebound from the impact of COVID-19, both revenue and income 
increased year on year on both consolidated and non-consolidated bases, 
with a profit at each level of income.
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 Please turn to page 6.

 In order to achieve our medium-term management plan “Move Up” 2027, 
we are implementing Speed up “Move up” 2027 initiatives for the purpose 
of responding to irreversible changes in the post-COVID-19 world.

 Based on these policies, I would like to introduce our main initiatives.
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 Please turn to page 7. I will explain specific measures to stimulate travel 
and transportation demand and maximize revenues.

 We will work on the maximization of revenues by leveraging the 
opportunity that our Shinkansen lines in five directions will celebrate 
anniversaries as well as the 150th anniversary of railways offers. We will 
also actively strive to capture demand, aiming to achieve inbound revenue 
of 8.5 billion yen for Fiscal 2023.3

 We are also expanding the service area for MaaS.

 The daily number of uses of e-money has exceeded 10 million. We will 
continue to work on further expansion of Suica affiliated stores.

 In addition, as part of our efforts to develop businesses that utilize our 
existing assets, we have expanded, from this fiscal year, the business of 
leasing optical fiber cables for railway business to our corporate customers.
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 Please turn to page 8, which is about the Beyond Stations concept.

 The JRE MALL, STATION WORK, and Hakobyun businesses, which had 
started full-fledged operations under the COVID-19 pandemic, have been 
growing steadily as the number of their members and customers is 
increasing.

 We also opened a commercial complex “Eki Tabi MARKET,” which 
provides food and beverage services as well as holds events, on the old 
site for View Plaza(Travel ticket center).

 By leveraging stations, our assets with a high traffic of people, to the 
maximum extent, we aim to expand our businesses by responding flexibly 
to changes in the lifestyles and needs of our customers.
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 Pages 9 and 10 show our town development projects.

 As shown on the map, we plan to undertake major development projects in 
the Tokyo metropolitan area going forward. In particular, construction for 
Takanawa Gateway City and the Oimachi Square Development Plan will 
get into full swing in the next few years.

 After that, the Central Building and the West Building of Shibuya Scramble 
Square are scheduled to open.
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 This page introduces more of our town development plans. We plan to 
undertake many development projects, including those in the form of joint 
ventures with other companies.

 The status of operations of WATERS Takeshiba, KAWASAKI DELTA and 
MEGURO MARC, which opened during the COVID-19 pandemic, has 
been in line with our plans since their grand openings.

 As for the rotational business model in the real estate business, we plan to 
sell assets of about 30.0 billion yen to property funds and other purchasers 
in this fiscal year.

 We will continue to use both properties for long-term holding and 
properties for sale strategically to help the Group achieve sustainable 
growth.
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 Please turn to page 11. This shows the plan of the cost reduction goal of 
100.0 billion yen in the railway business through structural reform.

 The content of this page is the same as the slide shown during the 
financial results briefing for Fiscal 2022.3.

 While we have reduced costs in an emergency mode under the COVID-19 
pandemic, we plan to shift our focus to medium- to long-term cost 
reduction from now on, aiming to build a structure that can generate stable 
profit in the railway business.
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 Please turn to page 12. This page shows our measures to promote the 
leveling of peak demand. The Company aims to achieve the leveling of 
peak demand both during the peak hours on weekday mornings and over 
the seasons. 

 The Company has recently announced that it has submitted an application 
for permission to the authority to prepare for the launch of off-peak passes. 
We plan to raise the regular commuter pass fare by about 1.4% and lower 
the off-peak commuter pass fare by about 10% in the Conventional Lines 
in the Tokyo Metropolitan Area. As a result, we expect a shift of about 5% 
of passengers using commuter passes to off-peak hours in this area.

 As for the leveling of seasonal peak demand, we will expand the 
application of wider fare differences, which started this fiscal year, also to 
Green Car and other types of tickets.

 While these measures will not contribute to revenue growth, we aim to 
reduce necessary assets by leveling peak demand.
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 Please turn to page 13. We are currently conducting verification driving 
tests on self-driving on the Yamanote Line. While continuing to expand 
driver-only operation in local areas, we are working to realize driverless 
operation in the Tokyo metropolitan area in the future.

 While promoting digital transformation in railway maintenance and 
construction work by leveraging technologies, we will continue to make 
efforts to reduce the number of items that require maintenance.
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 Please turn to page 14. We continue dialogue with local communities 
about what to do with line segments whose use is limited.

 In July, we announced the operating results of line segments whose use is 
less than 2,000 persons per day.

 While the government’s review panel has shown a general policy, we plan 
to accelerate communication with local governments of the areas along rail 
lines about how local public transportation systems should be, rather than 
waiting for the establishment of a government council.
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 Please turn to page 15. This page is about Zero-Carbon Challenge 2050

 We formulated Energy Vision 2027 in July 2022. Under this Vision, we 
work to reduce CO2 emissions. In particular, we have set separate 
reduction targets for renewable energy, energy saving, and self-generation 
to ensure that the large reduction target for JR East will be met. 

 By promoting the measures shown on this page, we will accelerate specific 
efforts toward achieving the targets.
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 Please turn to page 16. This page is about contribution to regional 
revitalization and local communities.

 In and after 2023, we will expand the Suica service areas to the four 
Tohoku prefectures. In addition, we will promote the expansion of use of IC 
cards by introducing regional collaboration IC cards in areas of low use 
volume.

 In local areas, we will open a smart hotel in front of Iwaki Station. In 
addition, we will contribute to local communities in various ways, such as 
by offering workplaces to support regional revitalization and promoting 
sixth-order industrialization.

 We are also promoting the installation of barrier-free facilities. To this end, 
we will start using the fare system established by the government to make 
train stations barrier-free in March 2023. In addition, we are expanding the 
availability of the Furusato Nozei tax system in JRE MALL.
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 Shareholder return information is provided for your reference only.
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 Next, I would like to explain the financial results for the first half of this 
fiscal year.
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 Please turn to page 19.

 This page shows the breakdown of the year-on-year change in 
consolidated operating income  by contributing factors.

 Revenues increased by about 230.0 billion yen as a rebound from the 
impact of COVID-19.

 This increase is broken down into increases by segment of about 176.0 
billion yen in passenger revenues, about 24.0 billion yen in retail & 
services revenues, and about 20.0 billion yen in real estate & hotels 
revenues. 
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 Please turn to page 20.

 We have recorded an operating income for the first half of this fiscal year 
on a consolidated basis for the first time in the last three fiscal years.

 The Transportation segment achieved an increase in revenues for the 
second year in a row and a positive income for the first time in the last 
three fiscal years due to the recovery in the use of railways. 

 The Retail & Services segment and the Real Estate & Hotels segment 
achieved revenue growth due to the recovery in the use of EKINAKA 
stores and the recovery in the use of hotels and shopping centers, 
respectively.

 The Others segment achieved revenue growth due to the recovery in 
credit card transaction volume.
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 Please turn to page 21.

 This page shows the actual results and future outlook of passenger 
revenues.

 Commuter pass revenues for the first half of this fiscal year were about 
77% of pre-COVID-19 levels, compared with about 75% as planned.

 Non-commuter pass revenues from conventional lines were about 78% of 
pre-COVID-19 levels, and non-commuter pass revenues from Shinkansen
were about 62% of pre-COVID-19 levels.

 Although passenger revenues dropped in July and August due to the 
impact of the seventh wave of COVID-19 infections, we expect that 
passenger revenues from conventional lines in the Kanto region and 
passenger revenues from Shinkansen will reach about 95% and 90% of 
pre-COVID-19 levels by the end of this fiscal year.
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 Please turn to page 22.

 This page shows the consolidated statements of income.
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 Please turn to page 23.

 In the railway business, passenger revenues were about 70% of pre-
COVID-19 levels, but fell short of the plan.
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 Please turn to page 24.

 Both EKINAKA and advertising revenues increased year on year, but fell 
short of the plan.
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 Please turn to page 25.

 Shopping center revenue was about 85% of pre-COVID-19 levels and 
office revenue was about 130% of pre-COVID-19 levels, both of which are 
in line with the plan. Hotel revenue was about 80% of pre-COVID-19 levels, 
exceeding the plan.
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 Please turn to page 26.

 In the credit card business, revenues increased due to an increase in card 
transaction volume.

 The number of uses of Suica e-money is expected to remain at about 
130% of pre-COVID-19 levels on a full-year basis.
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 Please turn to page 27.

 This page shows the consolidated statements of cash flows.
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 Please turn to page 28.

 This page shows the trend of capital investment. In this fiscal year, we will 
steadily make growth investment, while reducing investment needed for 
the continuous operation of business without compromising safety.
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 Please turn to page 29.

 This page shows the trend of the interest-bearing debt balance.
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 Please turn to page 30.

 This page highlights our consolidated full-year financial plan for Fiscal 
2023.3
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 Reference information is provided on this and subsequent pages. 
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